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As advised at the last Council meeting, NCC is looking to save funds to 
address a £60-70m deficit.  £475k of cuts will come from the Winter 
Resilience programme, resulting in the Caldecott Road (C59) to Newton 
Bromswold no longer being gritted as a precautionary route.  Both the “self-
help” grit bins in Water Lane are scheduled to be removed after 14th 
September 2018. 
 
The Council indicated it wished to explore the transfer of assets in order to 
maintain the grit bins and requested the Clerk obtain further information.  
This briefing note covers the information.  
 

 
 
A. Licence. 
If the Parish Council wishes to transfer the assets, NCC will enter into a s185 license - 
 
s185 Highways Act 1980 Power to install refuse or storage bins in streets. 

(1) Subject to the provisions of this section, a competent authority may provide and maintain in or 
under a street orderly bins or other receptacles, of such dimensions and in such positions as the 
authority may determine, for the collection and temporary deposit of street refuse and waste 
paper, or the storage of sand, grit or other materials. 
 

Whilst NCC cannot guarantee what will happen in 2020 regarding the s185 license, they believe it is 
extremely likely that this will automatically transfer to NNUC. 
  
B. Public Liability. 
Parish Council will agree to indemnify NCC against any claims arising from the placing or presence of the 
salt bins.  The minimum amount of public liability insurance shall be £5 million in respect of any one 
incident.  The Council’s insurer has confirmed existing cover is in place – 
 
“I can confirm that Public Liability Insurance will be provided automatically for the Council’s responsibilities 
towards the salt bins. A £10 million limit of indemnity is provided under this policy section. Should the 
Council also wish to cover the bins against damage, please provide us with their replacement values and 
we will amend the policy accordingly. Please note that a £250 policy excess will apply to any one claim.  
 
We strongly recommend that regular checks of the bins are carried out by someone appointed by the 
Council. These are only intended to be brief, visual checks in order to spot obvious signs of breakage or 
vandalism and to ensure the bins remain in good working order with a sufficient level of salt. We 
recommend these are carried out in writing and are kept on Council records as this will assist the insurers 
in defending a claim should an incident arise.  
 
However, please be advised that the residents cannot be covered under the Council’s policy as their 
activities will be beyond the roles and responsibilities of the Council. For clarity, we recommend the 
residents are made aware that they are not insured by the Council when carrying out this activity”. 
 

With respect to damage cover, grit bin prices are currently around £188 (Glasdon Nestor ™ 400ltr), so 
damage insurance is not recommended due to the policy excess. 
 
The visual checks are not onerous and should the Council proceed, then a Parish Newsletter article will 
remind users that they are not covered by this Council’s insurance (just as they are currently not covered 
by NCC’s insurance). 
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C. Asset Marking. 
The salt bin must be clearly marked as maintained by the Parish Council. NCC will swap the asset plaques 
over to a plaque that states that the grit bin is maintained by the parish. This would happen after the 15th 
September 2018 during the annual inspection. 
 
D. Maintained.  
The salt bin shall be maintained to an agreed standard and any damage repaired as soon as possible after 
it occurs.  Where this is not possible then either access to the salt bin will be prevented by the use of 
suitable barriers or the salt bin shall be temporarily removed. 
 
The agreed standard of the grit bin would be to ensure that there are no sharp edges and the materials 
are contained within the unit, should the existing bin be no longer fit for purpose then the Council is free 
to replace it with something of similar standard. 
 
E. Salt mix. 
The salt bin must be filled with a sand/salt mix. NCC recommends a 50/50 sand salt mix as the sand will 
help with grip during snowfall and the salt will act as a de-icing agent. 
 
F. Removal. 
If instructed by NCC, the Council shall remove the bin and reinstate the surface of the highway at no cost 
to NCC. NCC has confirmed the grit bin would only need to be removed if they have maintenance to do in 
the area. 
 
G. Costs. 
Both bins are currently full.  A quick look online on the Homebase website a 20kg bag of rock salt is 
currently £4.40 and a bag of Sharp Sand is £1.75. Assuming a 300kg mix of sand and salt, this would work 
out at around £46 - 47 per full fill.  So allowing two full fills each bin would be ~ £200 annually.   
 
This will be an unplanned and unbudgeted cost for the current FY, but funds could be vired over from the 
Street Furniture budget (currently £300). 
 
The Parish Lenghtsman has confirmed he would collect and mix the fill at his normal rates. 
 
H. Power to undertake the activity. 
There is no directly applicable power or duty in the Highways Act 1980. Having consulted with NALC (via 
Northants CALC), this activity is unlikely to be covered under the Council’s General Power of Competence 
(GPoC).  Accordingly a S101 Local Government Act 1972 agreement will be required, for the Parish Council 
to discharge the function of the provision of grit and bins on behalf of NCC.  
 
Action required: 
The Council is requested to make a decision on asset transfer or not at the meeting on 10th September 
2018 (subject to a s101 agreement and a s185 license), in order that NCC can be informed before the next 
annual inspection, when the grit bins are scheduled to be removed. 
 
 
Mark Hunter FSLCC 
Clerk to the Parish Council 
 
3rd September 2018 
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